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Abstract Recently, there have been many reports of
experimental results which indicate occurrences of anomalous deuteron-induced nuclear reactions in metals at low
energies. A consistent conventional theoretical description
is presented for anomalous low-energy deuteron-induced
nuclear reactions in metal. The theory is based on the
Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) state occupied by deuterons trapped in a micro/nano-scale metal grain or particle.
The theory is capable of explaining most of the experimentally observed results and also provides theoretical predictions, which can be tested experimentally. Scalabilities
of the observed effects are discussed based on theoretical
predictions.
Keywords Bose–Einstein condensation . Deuteron fusion .
Nuclear reactions . Metals

Introduction
Recently, experimental evidence for anomalous nuclear
reactions have been observed in metals during Pd/D codeposition experiments using a solid-state nuclear track
detector, CR-39 (Szpak et al. 2005b, 2007; Mosier-Boss
et al. 2007). Almost two decades ago, Fleischmann and
Pons reported excess heat generation in electrolysis
experiment using the negatively polarized Pd/D–D2O
system (Fleischmann and Pons 1989). Since then, many
others have reported experimental observations of excess
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heat generation and anomalous nuclear reactions occurring
in metal at ultra-low energies (Storms and Talcott 1990,
Storms 1993, 1996, McKubre et al. 1994, Bush et al.
1991, Miles et al. 1993, 1994, Lipson et al. 2000, Szpak et
al. 1996, 1998, 2004, 2005a, b, 2007; Szpak and MosierBoss 1996; Mosier-Boss and Szpak 1999; Mosier-Boss et
al. 2007; Arata and Zhang 2008). There have been reports
of experimental results that heat (Szpak et al. 2004), γ-ray
and/or X-ray radiation (Szpak et al. 1996), tritium (Szpak
et al. 1998), and energetic particles (Szpak et al. 2007) are
produced in bursts and sporadically in cathodes by Pd-D
co-deposition. These anomalous reaction rates cannot be
explained using the conventional theory of nuclear
reactions in free space, which predicts extremely low
nuclear reaction rates at ultra-low energies (≤10 eV) due to
the Gamow factor arising from the Coulomb repulsion
between two charged nuclei undergoing nuclear-reaction
process.
In this paper, a consistent conventional theoretical
description is presented for explaining the anomalous
results observed for deuteron-induced nuclear reactions in
metal at ultra-low energies (Fleischmann and Pons 1989;
Storms and Talcott 1990, Storms 1993, 1996, McKubre et
al. 1994, Bush et al. 1991, Miles et al. 1993, 1994, Lipson
et al. 2000, Szpak et al. 1996, 1998, 2004, 2005a, b, 2007;
Szpak and Mosier-Boss 1996; Mosier-Boss and Szpak
1999; Mosier-Boss et al. 2007; Arata and Zhang 2008). The
theory presented in this paper is capable of explaining the
above observations, and provides theoretical predictions
which can be tested experimentally for the confirmation of
the theory. A detailed description of the theoretical
explanation, based on the theory of Bose–Einstein condensation nuclear fusion (BECNF; Kim et al. 1997, Kim and
Zubarev 1998 (unpublished report), 2000a, b, 2001, 2002)
and on selection rules recently derived for a mixed system
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of two species (Kim and Zubarev 2006), are presented
along with suggested experimental tests of predictions of
the theory and a discussion of the scalability of the fusion
rates based on the theory.
Earlier experimental results were obtained using bulk
Pd (rod or wire; Fleischmann and Pons 1989, Storms and
Talcott 1990, Storms 1993, 1996, McKubre et al. 1994,
Bush et al. 1991, Miles et al. 1993, 1994) or using Pd foils
(Lipson et al. 2000). However, even bulk or foil metals
will have micro-scale grains with boundaries created by
impurities. Furthermore, electrolysis could create micro/
nano-scale dendrites on the metal surface.

Summary of anomalous experimental results
The conventional deuterium fusion in free space proceeds
via the following nuclear reactions:
f1gD þ D ! pð3:02 MeVÞ þ Tð1:01 MeVÞ
f2gD þ D ! nð2:45 MeVÞ þ 3 Heð0:82 MeVÞ; and
f3gD þ D ! 4 Heþg ð23:8 MeVÞ:
The cross-sections (or reaction rates) for reactions {1}–
{3} have been measured by beam experiments at intermediate energies (≥10 keV), and are expected to be extremely
small at low energies (≤10 eV) due to the Gamow factor
arising from Coulomb barrier between two deuterons. The
measured cross-sections have branching ratios: (σ{1},
σ{2}, σ{3})≈(0.5, 0.5, 10-6).
From many experimental measurements by Fleischmann
and Pons 1989, and many others over 19 years since then
(Storms and Talcott 1990, Storms 1993, 1996, McKubre et
al. 1994, Bush et al. 1991, Miles et al. 1993, 1994, Lipson
et al. 2000), including the recent work by Szpak, MosierBoss, Gordon et al. (Szpak et al. 1996, 1998, 2004, 2005a,
b, 2007; Szpak and Mosier-Boss 1996; Mosier-Boss and
Szpak 1999; Mosier-Boss et al. 2008), and the most recent
work by Arata and Zhang (2008), the following experimental results have emerged. At ambient temperatures or
low energies (≤10 eV), deuterium fusion in metal proceeds
via the following reactions:
f4gDðmÞ þ DðmÞ ! pðmÞ þ TðmÞ þ 4:03 MeVðmÞ;
f5gDðmÞ þ DðmÞ ! nðmÞ þ 3 HeðmÞ þ 3:27 MeVðmÞ; and
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(Szpak et al. 2004), and enhancement of the effect by
electromagnetic fields (Szpak et al. 2005a, b; Mosier-Boss
et al. 2007) and laser stimulation (Letts and Craven 2006,
unpublished report).

Bose–Einstein condensation mechanism
The concept of the Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC;
Bose 1924; Einstein 1924) has been known for 84 years,
and has been used to describe all physical scales, including
liquid 4He, excitons in semiconductors, pions and kaons in
dense nuclear matter (neutron stars, supernovae), and
elementary particles (Griffin et al. 1995). It was only
13 years ago in 1995 that the BEC phenomenon was
observed directly in dilute vapors of alkali atoms, such as
rubidium (Anderson et al. 1995), lithium (Bradley et al.
1995), and sodium (Davis et al. 1995) confined in magnetic
traps and cooled down to nano Kelvin temperatures.
Atomic BEC vs. nuclear BEC
In the atomic BEC case (Anderson et al. 1995), the BEC
state was created by cooling dilute Rb atoms loaded into a
magnetic confinement potential at 300 K. It was cooled by
laser cooling (Doppler cooling) to ~ 90°μK (4×106 atoms)
with a density of 2×1010 atoms/cm3. Further cooling was
accomplished by evaporation cooling removing energetic
atoms to 170 nK. At 170nK, it consists of 2,000 atoms at a
number density of 2.6×1012/cm3 in BEC state (near zero
velocity) while other 2×104 atoms in the trap had a
Maxwell–Boltzmann (MB) velocity distribution with a
exponential tail characteristic of T≈170 nK. The requirement for BEC, ldb >d, is satisfied, where ldb  8:2 
103 ) ð¼ 0:82mmÞ is the de Broglie wavelength and d 
7:3  103 ) ð¼ 0:73mmÞ is interatomic spacing distance.
In our nuclear BEC phenomenon, we have deuteron
number density of ~6.8 × 10 22 cm -3 in Pd metal,
corresponding to an average separation distance of d≈
2.45 Å between deuterons. In order to achieve the nuclear
BEC state of deuterons in metal, we need to have the
average deuteron kinetic energy Td smaller than Tcd ¼
0:0063 eV; i:e Td < Tcd in order to satisfy the requirement
ldb >d.

f6gDðmÞ þ DðmÞ ! 4 HeðmÞ þ 23:8 MeVðmÞ;

Generalization of the MB distribution

where m represents a host metal lattice or metal particle.
Reaction rate R for {6} is dominant over reaction rates for
{4} and {5}, i.e., R{6}>>R{4} and R{6}>>R{5}. Additional experimental observations include requirements of
both higher deuteron loading (D/Pd≥1) and deuterium
purity (H/D<<1), the phenomenon of “heat after death”

The MB distribution is originally derived for weakly
interacting dilute gas (ideal gas). For strongly interacting
and dense systems such as mobile deuterons in metal, the
MB distribution is not applicable and hence average
deuteron kinetic energy of kT=0.026 eV at T=300 K is
not applicable for deuterons in metal. There have been
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theoretical efforts for generalization of the MB distribution.
Two theoretical approaches (non-extensive statistical mechanics and quantum statistical mechanics) are described in
the following two subsections. At present, there are no
reliable experimental measurements and no reliable theoretical descriptions for determining the velocity distribution
of deuterons in metals.
Non-extensive statistical mechanics
Although Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution derived from
Boltzmann–Gibbs entropy describes well a many-body
system in thermal equilibrium (or stationary state), it cannot
describe other physical systems which are in thermal metaequilibrium (quasi-stationary state). Most of the physical
many-body systems we encounter in nature are not in
thermal equilibrium but are in thermal meta-equilibrium. In
1988, non-extensive statistical mechanics was developed by
Tsallis (1988) as a generalization of the Boltzmann–Gibbs
entropy and standard statistical mechanics. One of the
distinct features of the non-extensive statistical mechanics
(Tsallis 1988; Gell-Mann and Tsallis 2004) is a power-law
distribution tail instead of the exponential tail of the
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution. Applications of the nonextensive statistical mechanics to many different fields
(physics, chemistry, biology, economics, linguistics, medicine, geophysics, cognitive sciences, computer sciences,
and social sciences) are currently being carried out (GellMann and Tsallis 2004).
Quantum statistical mechanics
For strongly interacting and dense systems, the MB
distribution needs to be modified by quantum statistical
mechanics. In 1959, Martin and Schwinger developed
nonperturbative theory of many-particle systems based on
quantum-field theoretic techniques using thermodynamic
Green’s function (Martin and Schwinger 1959). More
detailed description of the Green’s function theory along
the lines of the work of Martin and Schwinger (1959) is
given in the book “Quantum Statistical Mechanics” by
Kadanoff and Baym(1962).
Based on earlier works on quantum-field theoretic
techniques developed by Galitskii and Migdal (1958) and
Galitskii (1958) in 1958 (see also the book by Abrikosov et
al. (1963)), Galitskii and Yakimets (GY) (1966) showed
that the quantum energy indeterminacy due to interactions
between particles in a plasma (National Research Council
1995; we adopt the definition of “plasma” in this report)
leads to a generalized momentum distribution which has a
high-energy momentum distribution tail diminishing as an
inverse eighth power of the momentum, instead of the
conventional Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution tail decay-
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ing exponentially. Recently, Kim and Zubarev (2006b;
2007a, b) found the effect of the GY momentum distribution for the deuteron plasma fusion rates is unexpectedly
very large in comparison with results obtained using the
conventional Maxwell–Boltzmann momentum distribution
for the deuteron plasma nuclear fusion rate. This result may
have very important implications not only for the theoretical aspects but also for practical applications for clean
nuclear fusion energy generation.
Deuteron mobility and BEC in metals
There are experimental evidence (Coehn 1929; Coehn and
Specht 1930; Duhm 1935; Barer 1941; Marcheche et al.
1976; Lewis 1982; Fukai 2005) that heating and/or
applying an electric field in a metal causes hydrogens and
deuterons in a metal to become mobile, thus leading to a
higher density for quasi-free mobile deuterons in a metal. It
is expected that the number of mobile deuterium ions will
increase, as the loading ratio D/metal of deuterium atoms
increases and becomes larger than one, D/metal≥1.
Mobility of deuterons in a metal is a complex
phenomenon and may involve a number of different
processes (Fukai 2005): coherent tunneling, incoherent
hopping, phonon-assisted processes, thermally activated
tunneling, and over-barrier jump/fluid like motion at
higher temperatures. Furthermore, applied electric fields
as in electrolysis experiments can enhance the mobility of
absorbed deuterons.
If the number density of mobile deuterons in the metal
(Pd) can be increased to a comparable density of metal
atoms (Pd), the average distance, d, between the mobile
deuterons can be substantially reduced. This may provide
an alternative experimental technique for achieving the
BEC requirement, ldb >d, by increasing mobile deuteron
density (thus reducing d), rather than cooling mobile
deuterons (for increasing ldb), as was done in the atomic
BEC experiments.
If mobile deuterons in a metal are confined by a
confining potential provided by metal atoms and electrons,
it may be possible that deuteron momentum or velocity
distribution in a metal may have the average deuteron
kinetic energy smaller than Tcd ¼ 0:0063 eV, thus satisfying
ldb >d. We note that Tcd ¼ 0:0063 eV corresponds to the
average deuteron velocity of vc =0.78×105 cm/s while the
average deuteron kinetic energy of kT=0.026 eV with T=
300 K corresponds to the average deuteron velocity of vk =
1.6×105 cm/s. Boundaries for micro/nano-scale metal
grains and particles can act as barriers and may slow down
mobile deuterons resulting in lower average velocity vd <vc
and smaller average kinetic energy Td < Tcd near boundaries. Therefore, it may be possible that the conditions,
Td < Tcd and ldb >d, are achieved for mobile deuterons in
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localized regions of the metal without cooling as done in
the atomic BEC case, and hence, it may be possible to
observe experimentally the effects of the nuclear BEC.

with

Theory of Bose–Einstein condensation nuclear fusion
(BECNF)

where hriis the radius of trap/atomic cluster, hri ¼ hΨ jrjΨ i;
N is the average number of Bose nuclei in a trap/cluster,
and B is given by B ¼3 Am=ð8pahcÞ, with A¼ 2SrB =ðphÞ,
rB ¼ h2 =ð2me2 Þ, and m ¼ m=2. S is the S-factor for the
nuclear fusion reaction between two deuterons. For D(d,p)T
and D(d,n)3He reactions, we have S≈55 keV-barn. We
expect also S≈55 keV-barn for reaction {6}. Only one
unknown parameter is the probability of the BEC ground
state occupation, Ω. It may be proportional to N −1/3,
Ω / N 1=3 , or to N−2, Ω / N 2 :
We can rewrite Eq. (3) as

Theoretical formulation for single species case
For applying the concept of the BEC mechanism to
deuteron fusion in a nano-scale metal particle, we consider
N identical charged Bose nuclei (deuterons) confined in an
ion trap (or a metal grain or particle). Some fraction of
trapped deuterons is assumed to be mobile as discussed
above. The trapping potential is three-dimensional (nearlysphere) for nano-scale metal particle, or quasi twodimensional (nearly hemi-sphere) for micro-scale metal
grains, both having surrounding boundary barriers. The
barrier heights or potential depths are expected to be an
order of energy (≤1 eV) required for removing a deuteron
from a metal grain or particle. For simplicity, we assume an
isotropic harmonic potential for the ion trap to obtain order
of magnitude estimates of fusion reaction rates.
N-body Schroedinger equation for the system is given by
HΨ ¼ EΨ

N
N
X
X e2
h2 X
1


Δi þ mw2
ri2 þ


2
2m i¼1
i < j ri  rj
i¼1

ð2Þ

where m is the rest mass of the nucleus. Only two-body
interactions (Coulomb and nuclear forces) are considered
since we expect that three-body interactions are expected to
be much weaker than the two-body interactions. Multi-body
effects described in the following are due to the correlated
many-body state described by the BEC state.
The approximate solution of Eq. (1) for the ground state is
obtained using the equivalent linear two-body method (Kim
and Zubarev 2001, 2002). The use of an alternative method
based on the mean-field theory for bosons yields the same
result (see Appendix in Kim and Zubarev 2000b). Based on
the optical theorem formulation of low-energy nuclear
reactions (Kim et al. 1997), the ground state solution is used
to derive the approximate theoretical formula for the
deuteron–deuteron fusion rate in an ion trap (micro/nanoscale metal grain or particle). The detailed derivations are
given elsewhere (Kim and Zubarev 2000a, b).
Our final theoretical formula for the nuclear fusion rate
Rtrap for a single trap containing N deuterons is given by
Rtrap ¼ ΩBN w2

Rtrap ¼ 4ð3=4p Þ3=2 ΩA

ð3Þ

N2
N2
/Ω 3
3
Dtrap
Dtrap

ð4Þ

ð5Þ

where A= 0.77 × 10−16 cm3/s and Dtrap is the average
diameter of the trap, Dtrap ¼ 2hri.
The total fusion rate Rt is given by
Rt ¼ Ntrap Rtrap ¼

ð1Þ

with the Hamiltonian H for the system given by
H¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  
3
hc N
a
w ¼
4p
m hr i3
2

ND
N
Rtrap / Ω 3
N
Dtrap

ð6Þ

where ND is the total number of deuterons and Ntrap =ND/N
is the total number of traps. Eq. (6) shows that the total
fusion rates, Rt, are not necessarily slow if Ω is not
extremely small.
Two species case
We consider a mixture of two different species of positively
charged nuclear particles, labeled 1 and 2, with N1 and N2
particles, respectively, both trapped in a micro/nano-scale
metal grain or particle. We denote charges and masses as
Z1 ≥ 0, Z2 ≥ 0, and m1, m2, respectively. The detailed
derivations are given in reference (Kim and Zubarev
2006a, unpublished report). A brief outline of the derivation
is given below.
We assume that trapping potentials, Vi, are isotropic and
harmonic Vi ð~
rÞ ¼ mi w2i r2 =2. We use the mean-field theory
(Esry 1997; Kim and Zubarev 2001) for a system of
interacting bosons confined in a harmonic potential. The
mean-field energy functional for the two-component
system is given by generalization of the one-component
case

E¼

2
X
i¼1

Ei þ Eint ;

ð7Þ
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where
Z
2
Ei ¼ d r!
jry i j2 ;
2mi
Z
ðZ1 n1 ð~
xÞ þ Z2 n2 ð~
xÞÞðZ1 n1 ð~
yÞ þ Z2 n2 ð~
y ÞÞ
e2
;
d~
xd~
y
Eint ¼
x ~
yj
2
j~
ð8Þ
and
n i denotes density of specie i, ni ¼ jy i j2 ; and
R
rÞ ¼ Ni : In Eq. (7), we have neglected effects of
d~
rni ð~
order 1/Ni.
The minimization of the energy functional, Eq. (7), with
subsidiary conditions, Eq. (8), leads to the following timeindependent mean-field equations,


2

h
r2 y i ð~
rÞ þ ðVi þ Wi Þy i ð~
rÞ ¼ mi y i ð~
rÞ;
2mi

ð9Þ

where
Z
Wi ð~
rÞ ¼ e2




d~
y Zi2 n2i ð~
yÞ þ Z1 Z2 n1 ð~
yÞn2 ð~
yÞ ðj~
r ~
yjni ð~
yÞÞ;

ð10Þ
and μi are the chemical potentials, which are related to the
ground state energy, Eq. (7), by the general thermodynamics
identity mi ¼ @E=@Ni :
In the Thomas–Fermi (TF) approximation, in which one
neglects the kinetic energy terms in Eq. (9), Eq. (9) reduces
to
mi ¼ Vi þWi :

ð11Þ

Equation (11) holds in the region where ni are positive and
ni =0 outside this region.
Selection rule
For the BEC mechanism, we now derive the nuclear
charge-mass selection rule (approximate). We can obtain
from Eq. (11) that


Z2
m2 w22 Z2 m1 w21 2
m2  m1 ¼
r :

ð12Þ
Z1
2
m1 w21 Z1
Since μi are independent of r, Eq. (12) leads to the
conclusion that Eq. (11) has non-trivial solution if and only
if


m2 w22 Z2

¼ 0;
ð13Þ
m1 w21 Z1
If we assume ω1 =ω2, we obtain from Eq. (13) the
following selection rule:
Z1
Z2
¼
m1 m2

ð14Þ

We now apply the selection rule, Eq. (14). If we use m as
mass number approximately given in units of the nucleon
mass, we have ½Z1 ðDÞ=m1 ðDÞ ¼ 1=2, ½Z2 ðpÞ=m2 ðpÞ ¼ 1,
½Z2 ðTÞ=m2 ðTÞ ¼ 1=3, ½Z2 ðnÞ=m2 ðnÞ ¼ 0, and ½Z2 ð3 HeÞ=
m2 ð3 HeÞ ¼ 2=3
Since ½Z1 =m1  6¼ ½Z2 =m2  for reactions {4} and {5} they
are forbidden or suppressed, and fusion reaction rates for
reactions {4} and {5} are expected to be small, while
reaction {6} is allowed since ½Z1 =m1  ¼ ½Z2 =m2 , and fusion
reaction rate is expected to be large for reaction {6}. In
summary, we obtain R{6}>>R{4} and R{6}>>R{5}.

Theoretical implications
Eqs. (3) and (6) provide an important result that nuclear
fusion rates Rtrap and Rt do not depend on the Gamow
factor in contrast to the conventional theory for nuclear
fusion in free space. This could provide explanations for
overcoming the Coulomb barrier and for the claimed
anomalous effects for low-energy nuclear reactions in
metals.
This is consistent with the conjecture noted by Dirac
(1935) and used by Bogolubov (1966) that boson creation
and annihilation operators can be treated simply as numbers
when the ground state occupation number is large. This
implies that for large N, each charged boson behaves as an
independent particle in a common average background
potential and the Coulomb interaction between two charged
bosons is suppressed.
For a single trap (or metal particle) containing N
deuterons, the deuteron–deuteron fusion can proceed with
the following three reaction channels.

y BEC fðN  2ÞD0 s þ ðD þ DÞg ! y* 4 He þ ðN  2ÞD0 s
ðQ ¼ 23:84MeV Þ
y*fT þ p þ ðN  2ÞD0 sg
ðQ ¼ 4:03MeV Þ

y  3 He þ n þ ðN  2ÞD0 s
ðQ ¼ 3:27MeV Þ

where =BEC is the Bose–Einstein condensate ground state
(a coherent quantum state) with N deuterons and =* are
final excited continuum states. Excess energy (Q value) is
absorbed by the BEC state and shared by (N−2) deuterons
and reaction products in the final state.
In addition to 2D fusion channel described above, 3D
and 4D fusion channels are possible. However, probabilities
for 3D and 4D fusions are expected to be much smaller
than that of 2D fusion.
We now consider the total momentum conservation.
The initial total momentum of the initial BEC state with
N deuterons (denoted as DN) is given by ~
PDN  0:
Because of the total momentum conservation, the final
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total momenta for reactions {4}, {5}, and {6} are given
by
!
f4g P DN2 pT  0; hTD i  Tp  hTT i  Qf4g=N
!
f5g P DN 2 n3 He  0; hTD i  hTn i  hT3 He i  Qf5g=N
!
f6g P DN 2 n4 He  0; hTD i  hT4 He i  Qf6g=N
where T represents the kinetic energy.
For a micro-scale metal grain confined by grain
boundaries of ~1 μm diameter, we expect to have N≈1010
and Qf6g=N  103  104 eV, and hence we expect the
excess heat and 4He production due to reaction {6} but no
nuclear ashes from some of the reactions described below
in the next section.
For nano-scale metal particles, the above consideration
shows that excess energies (Q) lead to a micro/nano-scale
fire-work type explosion, creating a crater/cavity and a hot
spot with fire-work-like star tracks. This prediction is
consistent with the results reported by Szpak and MosierBoss (1996). The size of a crater/cavity will depend on
number of neighboring Pd nanoparticles participating in
BEC fusion almost simultaneously. Since sizes of
deuteron
o
and Pd nucleus are of the order of  104 Að 10fmÞ
while the averageo distance between two neighboring Pd
atoms is  2:5 A;  10 keV ðup to 23:8 MeVÞ deuteron
from the BEC deuterium fusion encounters mostly electrons
and transfers its kinetic energy to electrons and may induce
X-rays, γ-rays, and Bremsstrahling X-rays. Occasionally,
~10 MeV(up to 23.8 MeV) deuteron may interact with Pd
nucleus to initiate nuclear reactions, Pd(d,p)Rh, etc. When
the BEC deuterium fusion takes place in a Pd nanoparticle,
exploding deuterons are expected to damage and leave the
host Pd nanoparticle, but some of the Pd nanoparticles may
remain intact and may participate again in the BEC
deuterium fusion after absorbing again a sufficient number
of deuterons, D/Pd≥1.

Theoretical Prediction
Effects due to deuterons
Deuterons with Qf6g=N  10 keV (up to 23.8 MeV)
energy from reaction {6} can undergo reactions {1} and
{2} producing p(3.02 MeV), T(1.01 MeV), n(2.45 MeV),
and 3He(0.82 MeV), and also interact with surrounding
deuterons via the following reaction {7}.
f7g D þ D þ D ! n þ p þ He þ 21:6 MeV
4

Reaction {7} will produce neutrons with a maximum
kinetic energy of ~18 MeV.
Tritons produced by reaction {1} (1.01 MeV triton) and
by reaction {4} (average kinetic energy of Q{4}/N≈~keV)

will interact with surrounding deuterons via the following
reaction
f8gT þ D !4 Heð3:52 MeVÞþ n ð14:07 MeVÞ:
Because of triton kinetic energies of 1.01 MeV or ~keV,
the reaction rate for {8} could be large enough to produce
14.07-MeV neutrons. Neutrons from reaction {7} and/or
{8} may have been recently observed by Mosier-Boss et al.
(2008). We note that 4He produced by reactions {7} and
{8} have much high kinetic energies.
Effects due to neutrons
Neutrons with 2.45 MeV kinetic energy from reaction {2},
neutrons with Q{5}/N≈~ keV kinetic energy from reaction
{5}, or neutrons from reactions {7} and {8} can undergo
further reactions, {9} and/or {10} below:
f9gn þ D ! T þ g þ 6:26MeV:
f10gNeutron induced transmutation with other nuclei:
In addition, energetic neutrons from reactions {7} or {8}
may initiate reactions, 12C(n,n′)3 4He and 12C(n,n′α)8Be
(8Be→24He), which may have been recently observed by
Mosier-Boss et al. (2008).
Since reaction {9} produces more tritiums than neutrons,
we expect R(T) > R(n), and also R (T) > R(3He).
High deuterium loading requirement
The mobility of deuterons is required for the BEC
mechanism. High loading ratio D/Pd is required for
deuteron mobility.
Deuterium purity requirement
Because of violation of the selection rule, ½Z1 ðDÞ=m1 ðDÞ 6¼
½Z2 ðpÞ=m2 ðpÞ, presence of hydrogens in deuteriums will
suppress the formation of the BEC states, thus diminishing
the fusion rate due to the BEC mechanism. The required H/
D ratio is expected to be H/D < N-1. For a 5-nm Pd
nanoparticle with N≈103, H/D<10−3, and hence 99.9%
deuterium purity is required.
Heat after death
There have been observations of continued heat generation
after the input for experiment is switched off. This effect is
known as “heat after death” (Szpak et al. 2004). Because of
mobility of deuterons in Pd particle traps, a system of
~ 1022 deuterons contained in~1018 Pd particle traps (in 3 g
of Pd particles with average particle diameter of ~ 50 Å) is
a dynamic system. When the experiment is switched off,
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slow decay of normal loading occurs, and hence BEC states
are continuously diminished to a small fraction of the ~1018
Pd particle traps and undergo BEC fusion processes at
slower rates, until the formation of the BEC state ceases or
becomes negligible.
Enhancement by electromagnetic fields and laser
stimulation
Application of electromagnetic fields (Szpak et al. 2005a,
b; Mosier-Boss et al. 2007) and laser stimulation (Letts and
Craven 2006, unpublished report) have been shown to
enhance the excess heat production and other anomalous
effects. These effects may be due to a decrease of the
average kinetic energy of mobile deuterons and/or to an
increase of mobile deuterons participating in the BEC
fusion processes, since EM fields including alternating
electric currents and lasers can affect the effective velocity
of deuterons, either directly or indirectly.
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Direct diagnostic experimental tests require the use of
nano-structured metal particles fabricated with pre-specified
dimensions. In addition to the previous experimental
techniques used, basic experimental tests of BECNF
predictions can also be carried out at ultra-high pressures
using a diamond anvil cell (DAC), which can compress a
small sample of deuteron-loaded metal (Pd, Ti, Zr, etc.)
by applying ultra-high pressures up to ~3 million
atmospheres.
Tests based on the average size of metal particles
From Eq. (6) with N ¼ ND ðp=6ÞD3trap ;we obtain Rt Dtrap
6
/ D1
trap or Dtrap ;where Dtrap is the average trap diameter,
assuming Ω / N 1=3 or N 2 ; respectively. This can be
tested experimentally. This result provides a theoretical
justification for using 50 Å Pd nanoparticles to maximize
the total fusion rates.
Tests based on the temperature dependence

Increase of resistance
When the BECNF occurs, more mobile deuterons will be
created. This in turn will increase the resistance of metal.
This effect may have been recently observed by Celani et
al. (2008, unpublished report) in deuterium gas-loading
experiments with Pd nanoparticles coated on a Pd wire.

Since the probability Ω of the BEC ground state occupation
increases at lower temperatures (Ω≈1 near T≈0), the total
fusion rate Rt will increase at lower temperatures, Rt(Tlow) >
Rt(Thigh). However, Rt is proportional to ND where ND is the
total number of mobile deuterons. Since
ND(Tlow) <

ND(Thigh), we expect Rt ½ND ðTlow Þ < Rt ND Thigh . The
above opposite temperature dependences for Rt will complicate analysis of the temperature dependence of Rt.

Experimental tests of theoretical predictions
Tests for reaction products and heat after death
The first experimental test of the BEC mechanism for
deuterium fusion with nano-scale Pd particles was carried
out with Pd blacks loaded by high-pressure deuterium gas
(Kim et al. 2003, unpublished report). The result of this
experiment shows no excess heat production. This may be
due to the fact that Pd nanoparticles (Pd Blacks) used had
too large sizes (80–180 nm) and were clumped together
(not isolated). The recent report of deuteron gas-loading
experiment by Arata and Zhang (2008) show positive
results of observing excess heat and 4He production using
~5 nm Pd particles imbedded in ZrO2 and purified
deuterium. For experimental tests of the predictions of the
theory, it would be advantageous scientifically to use
samples of Pd nanoparticles deposited on thin films such
as Al2O3/NiAl(111) (Hansen et al. 1999; Shaikhutdinov et
al. 2002; Morkel et al. 2005), even though bulk materials
such as Pd nanoparticles imbedded in SiO2 aerogels (Kim
et al. 2006, unpublished report) are more suitable for
practical applications. Other possibilities are to use other
metals such as Zr or Ti nanoparticles. In all cases, the
theory requires that metal nanoparticles and micrograins are
to be separated from each other by boundaries.

Some examples of this type of tests are (1) to look for
micro/nano-scale craters/cavities and hot spots with micro/
nano-scale fire-work like star tracks at Pd nanoparticle sites,
before and after death, and (2) to measure neutron energies
to check the reaction products carries kinetic energies
of 2.45 MeV from the secondary reaction {2}, and
Qf5g=N   keV from reaction {5}.
Tests for increase of resistance
The resistance increase, as predicted by BECNF process,
was successfully observed by Celani’s group (2008,
unpublished data). Further experimental tests of this type
are needed.
Tests for scalability
One example is a scalability test based on the total number
of Ntrap. Since we have Rt / Ntrap for the same Rtrap ,
we have theoretical prediction, Rt ð30gPdparticlesÞ=Rt
ð3gPdparticlesÞ  10, etc., which can be tested experimentally.
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Summary and conclusions
Theory of the BEC mechanism described in this paper
provides a consistent conventional theoretical description of
the results of many experimental works started by Fleischmann and Pons 1989 and by many others since then
(Storms and Talcott 1990, Storms 1993, 1996, McKubre et
al. 1994, Bush et al. 1991, Miles et al. 1993, 1994, Lipson
et al. 2000), including the recent work of Szpak, MosierBoss, Gordon et al. (Szpak et al. 1996, 1998, 2004, 2005a,
b, 2007; Szpak and Mosier-Boss 1996; Mosier-Boss and
Szpak 1999; Mosier-Boss et al. 2007) and the most recent
work of Arata and Zhang (2008). Theory is based on the
concept of nuclear Bose–Einstein condensate state for
mobile deuterons trapped in a micro/nano-scale metal grain
or particle, which acts as a confinement or trapping
potential, similar to a magnetic trap used to observe the
atomic BEC phenomenon with atoms in 1995 (Anderson et
al. 1995; Bradley et al. 1995; Davis et al. 1995). To validate
this new concept of the nuclear BEC phenomenon,
experimental tests for a set of key theoretical predictions
are proposed. Scalabilities of the observed effects are also
discussed.
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